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Influence of the softness of the repulsive core interaction on cluster melting
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The influence of the softness of the repulsive core of the pair interaction on the melting behavior of small
clusters was studied by molecular-dynamics simulation of clusters in which particles interact through pairwise
additive, inverse-power-based potentials. The potentials used had minima of the same depth and position and
were identical beyond the minimum, differing only in the softness of the repulsive core. Core softness was
found to favor a two-step cluster melting process.@S1063-651X~98!05804-8#

PACS number~s!: 61.46.1w, 36.40.Ei
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although considerable effort has been devoted to inve
gating by molecular dynamics~MD! and Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations the melting behavior of clusters containing
small number of atoms~see, e.g., Refs.@1,2# and those cited
therein!, this is a phenomenon that, in some respects,
remains challenging. In transition-metal clusters of sizes
lowing the formation of complete icosahedra or polyicosa
dra plus an extra atom~e.g., clusters withN514 andN520
atoms! the existence of a premelting phenomenon~local
melting of the cluster due to the destabilization of the ex
atom! has been predicted using Gupta-like and embedd
atom potentials@3,4#. Because this effect had not been o
served among Lennard-Jones~LJ! clusters, the occurrence o
premelting was attributed to the many-body character of
metallic interaction.

A different phenomenon is that of surface melting,
effect recognized by Briant and Burton@5# and on which a
number of workers have focused their attention recen
Cheng and Berry@6# have combined analytical and MD
methods to study the dynamic aspects of surface meltin
Ar N clusters with LJ interaction potentials (N540–147! and
Cu55 clusters with embedded-atom potentials. More recen
Calvo and Labastie@7# have analyzed, from both the therm
dynamic and structural points of view, the melting charact
istics of double-icosahedron-based LJ clusters up to a siz
N534 atoms, showing that for several sizes~and particularly
for N534) the cluster surface melts before the core, wh
remains in a solidlike state until complete melting. The p
sibility of surface melting prior to full melting has also bee
investigated by Krissinel and Jellinek@8# in Ni 13, Al 13, and
some mixed 13-atom Ni-Al clusters using a Gupta-like p
tential for MD simulations. It was found that a two-step pr
cess occurs in the solid-to-liquid transition for Ni13 and
Al 13: The first step corresponds to isomerizations involv
only surface atoms but without giving rise to a prop
surface-melted stage and the second to isomerizations
involve the central atom.

MC simulations have been carried out recently to anal
the influence of the range of the attractive interaction on
571063-651X/98/57~4!/4420~6!/$15.00
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phase behavior of small clusters of particles interacting
hard-core Yukawa~HCY! potentials@9#. These calculations
showed that the existence and extent of a liquidlike clus
phase depends on the range of the attractive Yukawa in
action. Decreasing the range of the potential destabilizes
liquidlike phase, with the result that cluster sublimation tak
place before liquidlike behavior begins. A similar conclusi
was also arrived at by Doye and Wales@10# using a Morse
potential. By comparing the results for HCY clusters wi
those of Hagen and Frenkel@11# for bulk HCY fluids, it was
shown that the shortest tail range allowing a liquid phase
the cluster system is significantly longer than for bulk matt
This means that, in general, the nonexistence of liquidl
cluster states is not necessarily incompatible with the e
tence of a stable bulk liquid phase. The results of Rey, G
lego, and Alonso@12# and Cheng, Klein, and Caccamo@13#
show that fullerene~C60) may be a case in point.

As far as we know, no similar detailed studies have hi
erto been carried out to investigate the influence of the sh
of the potential in the core region. This paper reports
results of our research in this area. Specifically, we c
structed a series of pair interaction potentials differing o
in their shape in the core region~the depth and position o
the minimum were the same in all and all were identic
beyond the minimum! and we carried out MD simulations t
investigate the melting of clusters of particles interacting
each potential in a pairwise additive fashion. We found t
these clusters exhibited two-step melting if the core rep
sion was soft enough, which suggests that the two-step
cesses observed in simulations of metal clusters may p
ably also be attributed to the softness of the cores of
potentials used rather than to many-body effects.

In Sec. II we introduce a scheme to analyze the effects
core softness on cluster melting behavior and give some
tails of the computational procedure used in this work.
Sec. III we present and discuss our results. Finally, the m
conclusions of our study are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL POTENTIAL AND SIMULATION DETAILS

As indicated above, we wish to study how the melti
characteristics of a cluster ofN particles interacting through
4420 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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a pairwise potentialF(r ) depend on the softness of the co
potential. To do so, we construct a model forF(r ) that al-
lows the range ofF(r ), and the location and depth of it
minimum, to be held constant while the softness of the c
is varied.

Consider a generalm-n inverse power potential of the
form

w~r ;m,n!5aeF S gs

r D m

2S gs

r D nG . ~1!

The minimum ofw(r ;m,n) is located atr 0, defined by

S ]w~r ;m,n!

]r D
r 5r 0

50, ~2!

which gives

r 05sgS m

n D 1/~m2n!

. ~3!

Thus

w~r 0 ;m,n!5aeS n

mD n/~m2n!S n

m
21D . ~4!

If we now require the location and depth of the potent
minimum for allm andn to be identical to the values for th
familiar 12-6 LJ potential, namely, r 0521/6s and
w(r 0 ;m,n)52e, then the coefficientsa andg of the poten-
tial w(r ;m,n) will be given by

1

a
5S 12

n

mD S n

mD n/~m2n!

~5!

and

g521/6S n

mD 1/~m2n!

, ~6!

respectively. Form512 andn56, we havea54 andg51
and thus recover the familiar results for the 12-6 LJ inter
tion potential. Varyingm and n allows the softness of the
core ofw(r ;m,n) to be varied, but not without altering th
range of the potential.

To see how the range of the model potential can be h
fixed, as well as its minimum, while varying the softness
the core, consider the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen~WCA!
scheme@14# for splitting an interaction potentialw(r ) into
reference and perturbation components:

w~r !5w0~r !1w1~r !, ~7!

where the short-range repulsive reference potentialw0(r ) is
defined by

w0~r !5@w~r !2w~r 0!#u~r 2r 0!, ~8!

the long-range attractive perturbation potentialw1(r ) is
given by

w1~r !5w~r !u~r 02r !1w~r 0!u~r 2r 0!, ~9!
e

l

-

ld
f

and u(x) is the Heaviside step function@u(x)51 if x,0
and u(x)50 if x.0#. In constructing our model potentia
F(r ), we shall utilize the generalm-n interaction potentials
w(r ;m,n) introduced above together with the WCA schem
for splitting the interaction potential. This allows differen
choices ofm andn for the reference and perturbation pote
tials and thereby an extra degree of control. Our model
tential F(r ) is chosen such that

F~r ![F~r ;m0 ,n0 ,m1 ,n1!5w0~r ;m0 ,n0!1w1~r ;m1 ,n1!.

~10!

We note that the WCA scheme ensures that the compo
pair potential and its first derivative are continuous for allr ,
even whenm0Þm1 andn0Þn1. To ensure that the range o
the potentialF(r ;m0 ,n0 ,m1 ,n1) is the same for all systems
we shall choosem1 andn1 ~and hence the long-range regio
of the potential! to be the same for all systems under cons
eration. For simplicity, we takem1512 andn156. Then the
long-range part of the potential,F(r ) for r .r 0, is identical
to the familiar 12-6 LJ potential. Henceforth, we shall deno
the potential F(r ;m0 ,n0 ,m1512,n156) simply as
F(r ;m0 ,n0) and refer to it as them0-n0 potential. Figure 1
shows the form of this potential for different values ofm0
andn0.

We have investigated by means of MD simulations t
melting behavior of clusters withN513 particles interacting
through the model potentialF(r ;m0 ,n0) described above
for all the values ofm0 and n0 indicated in Fig. 1. The
13-particle cluster is a paradigmatic system for studies on
clusters ~see, e.g., Refs.@2,15,16#! since the ground-state
icosahedral structure is very stable and thus offers an ap
priate system for analyzing the rigid~solidlike! to nonrigid
~liquidlike! transition. However, although our attention w
primarily focused on the 13-particle cluster, some calcu
tions were also made for clusters withN514 particles in
order to highlight some aspects of the premelting pheno
enon.

Computations were carried out usinge, s, and
t5(Ms2/e)1/2, where M is the particle mass, as units o
energy, distance, and time, respectively. Quantities
pressed in these reduced units will be indicated by an as
isk. MD simulations were performed using the velocity Ve
let algorithm @17# with a time step of 531023, which

FIG. 1. Pair potentialF(r ;m0 ,n0) for several values ofm0-n0.
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4422 57REY, GARCÍA-RODEJA, GALLEGO, AND GRIMSON
guarantees conservation of the total cluster energy to wi
0.01%. The melting behavior of the different clusters w
investigated by gradually heating nonrotating, nontransla
structures in a stepwise manner to obtain the caloric cu
~see, e.g., Ref.@18#!. For each heating step, the system w
allowed to propagate over 1013104 time steps. The first 104

time steps allowed for equilibration of the cluster, while t
remaining 106 time steps were used to obtain the state po
on the caloric curve by averaging the kinetic energyEk and
potential energyU. The total energyEk1U is denoted byE.
In general, for each state point this process was repe
twice. However, in the transition region, where large therm
dynamic fluctuations occur, between four and ten repetiti
were performed. In the course of the MD simulations t
relative root-mean-squared~rms! pair separation fluctuation
d and the specific heatC were calculated using the expre
sions@19#

d5
2

N~N21! (i , j

~^r i j
2 &2^r i j &

2!1/2

^r i j &
~11!

and

C5
k

NF12S 12
2

3N26D ^Ek&^Ek
21&G21

, ~12!

FIG. 2. Caloric curves showing the mean kinetic energy
particle as a function of the total energy per particle for 13-part
clusters with pair potentialsF(r ;m0 ,n0).
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wherer i j is the distance between particlesi and j , k is the
Boltzmann constant, and angular brackets denote aver
over an entire run after equilibration.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 2–4 show the computed caloric (^Ek* &(E* )),
d(E* ), and specific-heat@(C* (E* )# curves for the 13-
particle cluster with interaction potentialF(r ;m0 ,n0) for the
values ofm0 andn0 given in Fig. 1. The results form0512
and n056, which correspond to the familiar 13-particle L
cluster and act as a point of reference, are in good agreem
with those reported elsewhere@2,15,16#. In all of the cases
studied in this paper, the 13-particle cluster undergoes a
idlike to liquidlike transition, which is indicated by the
changes in the slope of the caloric curves, abrupt increase
the d(E* ) graphs, and peaks in the specific heats. For
softer 7-1, 8-2, 9-3, and 10-4 potentials, there are clearly
abrupt increases ind(E* ); for the harder 12-6 and 20-1
potentials, the second rise is less clearly defined. By car
examination of the cluster structures during the simulatio
performed with the 7-1 potential, we found that the fir
abrupt change ind(E* ) corresponds to the onset of freque
isomerizations involving only the surface atoms, while t
second abrupt change ind(E* ) corresponds to the onset o
frequent isomerizations that involve the central atom.

r
e

FIG. 3. The rms pair separation fluctuation as a function of
total energy per particled(E* ) for 13-particle clusters with pair
potentialsF(r ;m0 ,n0). The energies indicated by arrows are
follows: A, 23.2; B, 23.05; C, 22.95; D, 22.8; E, 22.7; F,
22.4; I , 22.8; II , 22.65; III , 22.4, andIV, 22.16.
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57 4423INFLUENCE OF THE SOFTNESS OF THE REPULSIVE . . .
Figure 4 shows that only a single peak appears in e
specific-heat curve. Although these peaks are very broad
the softer potentials, the apex corresponds in all cases t
energy~the ‘‘melting energy’’! that is slightly higher than
that of the second abrupt increase ind(E* ). Melting requires
the participation of all atoms~including the central one! in
diffusive motion. The absence of any separate peak
C* (E* ) at an energy between those of the two abr
changes ind is presumably because in this work the isom
izations involving only surface atoms did not constitute
well-defined surface-melted state.

MD simulations carried out by Jellinek, Beck, and Ber
@15# for the 13-atom LJ cluster have shown that the sho
time-averaged potential energy has a bimodal distributio
total energies between those at which the long-time-avera

FIG. 4. Specific heat per particle as a function of the total
ergy per particle for 13-particle clusters with pair potentia
F(r ;m0 ,n0).
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caloric curve changes slope. We have observed this bim
behavior in the 13-particle cluster for all the potentials co
sidered in this paper. By way of illustration, the results f
the softest~7-1! potential are shown in Fig. 5, wherê&s
denotes a short-time average. It should be pointed out
such bimodality does not necessarily imply that at cert
total energies the cluster can fluctuate between well-defi
phases~or, invoking the ergodic hypothesis, that there is
range of total energies in which a microcanonical ensem
of clusters is a mixture of rigid solidlike and nonrigid liquid
like forms!. For fluctuation between phases, the cluster m
remain in each phase long enough to allow its proper ch
acterization. To clarify this point, in Figs. 6 and 7 we sho
the time course of the short-time~250-step! averages of the
potential energies of 13-particle clusters with 12-6 and
potentials for the total energies indicated by arrows in Fig
In the case of the 12-6 potential~which does allow fluctua-
tion between phases, as we shall see!, one can distinguish the
following situations. At low total energy@Fig. 6~I!#, in the
solidlike region, the short-time-averaged potential energy

FIG. 6. Short-time averages of the potential energy as a func
of time for a 13-particle cluster with a 12-6 pair potential. The to
energy per particle for each curve is indicated by the correspon
arrow in Fig. 3~a!.

-

FIG. 5. Distribution of the short-time~250 time step! average of
the potential energy per particle for a 13-particle cluster with a
pair potential for total energies per particle indicated by the arro
labeledA–F in Fig. 3~a!. P(^U* &s) is the normalized probability
density. Each curve is the best fit to the data of a sum of t
Gaussians, except for curvesA and F, which are the best fits of
single Gaussians.
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essentially constant. At higher energies@Fig. 6~II !#, there are
occasional peaks, some of which correspond to isomer
tions involving only surface atoms. In the region of bimod
ity ~i.e., at total energies between about22.64 and22.25;
see Ref.@15#! ^U* &s fluctuates between two levels corr
sponding to two distinct cluster forms: a rigid, solidlike for
of lower potential energy and a nonrigid, liquidlike form o
higher potential energy@Fig. 6~III !#. Finally, at high energies
@Fig. 6~IV !# there are strong, rapid fluctuations with no f
vored potential-energy levels, which reflects the loo
liquidlike structure of the cluster. The situation is quite d
ferent for the softer 7-1 potential, particularly in the region
total energy for whicĥ U* &s has a bimodal distribution~see
Fig. 5!. In this case@Figs. 7(B) –7(E)#, the two ‘‘modal’’
values of^U* &s are close together and^U* &s never remains
close to either for any considerable time, which preclud
definition of a ‘‘coexistence region’’ in which the cluste
exhibits different phases. In other words, when the pair
tential is very soft and the total energy is in the bimod
region, the cluster performs transitions between isomers
are very close in energy and the time spent in each is
short to establish the properties of a quasistable phase.

Graphs ofd(E* ) showing two abrupt increases have be
obtained recently by Krissinel and Jellinek@8# for Ni 13 and
Al 13 using Gupta-like potentials. In the light of the results
the present paper, these findings may be attributed to
softness of the repulsive core of the potentials rather tha
their many-body character. The same may probably also
said of the premelting phenomenon observed in transit
metal clusters described by Gupta-like and embedded-a
potentials when cluster size is one more than that of a c
plete ~poly!icosahedron@3,4#. Because this latter effect ha
not been observed in LJ clusters, it has been attributed to
many-body character of the metallic cohesion. However, F
8 shows that a 14-particle cluster with a soft-core~7-1! pair
potential does exhibit two abrupt changes ind(E* ), the first
occurring at an energy well below the melting energy. T
premelting effect arises from the destabilization of the ex

FIG. 7. Short-time averages of the potential energy as a func
of time for a 13-particle cluster with a 7-1 pair potential. The to
energy per particle for each curve is indicated by the correspon
arrow in Fig. 3~a!.
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atom that occurs before the melting of the cluster.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies have shown that the cluster melting tr
sition is dependent on the range of the attractive tail of
interatomic potential. In this work we have shown that t
softness of the repulsive core of the potential also has a
found effect on cluster melting. Although the specific-he
curves of the 13-atom clusters studied all show a single p
corresponding to a well-defined cluster melting transitio
their d(E* ) curves show two distinct structural transitions:
low-energy transition at the onset of isomerizations invo
ing only surface atoms and a second, higher-energy tra
tion corresponding to the onset of isomerizations that a
involve the central particle of the cluster. The second str
tural transition occurs at energies just below the cluster m
ing transition. Such behavior has been seen previously
studies of metal clusters, but in this case is not attributabl
any many-body interaction. The two-step melting proces
more evident the softer the core interaction. It was also fou
that 14-particle clusters with soft-core pair interactions e
hibited premelting, another phenomenon that has been
served previously only in studies of metal clusters.

For all the potentials considered in this paper, the sh
time-averaged potential energy of the 13-particle cluster
a bimodal distribution at total energies between those
which the long-time-averaged caloric curve changes slo
However, it is only for the potentials with relatively har
cores that the two modal potential-energy levels corresp
to distinct quasistable phases between which the cluster
tuates; when the core is soft, the modal potential-energy
els are close together and the cluster fluctuates too rap
between them for it to be possible to consider either a
quasistable phase.
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particle cluster with a 7-1 pair potential.
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